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City debates student-focused housing
by Matthew Schroyer
A le s tle R e p o rte r

Longtime residents o f an
Edwardsville
neighborhood
vehemendy rejected plans for a
480-student apartment complex
Monday evening, although it was
ultimately given a go by the city’s
planning commission.
Atlanta-based
Place
Properties, which manage 15,000
beds o f student housing in 12
states, made a presentation

Monday
night
before
Edwardsville’s City Planning
Commission, Zoning Board o f
Appeals
and
an
overflow
audience. In the presentation,
Place
Properties
described
Timberland Place, a development
o f 114 apartment units with a
pool and clubhouse on the west
side o f Route 15 7 , near
Woodland Elementary.
At a rate o f $525 a month,
the rent for each bed includes all
utilities, cable television and

Internet. Each bedroom includes
a private bath. None o f the plans
are affiliated with the university,
although Place Properties said
they met with university officials
to discuss the needs o f SIU E
students.
Residents o f the Steinmeyer
neighborhood, located 300 feet
away from
the apartment
complex, voiced concerns about
an increase in crime, the safety o f
the students in a nearby
elementary
school,
light
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pollution, traffic congestion,
mine subsidence and impact on
property values.
Debra Rankin, a resident o f
Georgia Street in Steinmeyer,
said she was concerned about the
safety o f her 16-year-old child.
“These are college students.
They can’t guarantee us for one
minute that these kids are not
going to be drinking at any given
time during the day or the
night,” Rankin said. “I don’t
want to have to worry that there

are 300 to 500 college students in
my own backyard, on (Route)
157, that may be drunk that
night going into your planned
housing. If you ask me, one life is
way too many.”
Doug Hume, a SIU E MBA
student who is planning to
graduate in May, urged the city to
think ahead to where students
might seek off-campus housing
in the future.
DEVELOPMENT/pg.2
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Female engineering students a minority
by Erika Heimerichs
A le s tle R e p o rte r
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Laura Niemeyer is statistically different
from many women. This blonde-haired junior
at SIU E would even go so far as to call herself
a “minority.”
Niemeyer is one o f the few women who
chose math and science as a future for herself
through S IU E ’s progressive engineering
program. She wants to use her major to
someday work in transportation and
construction, careers which society often
deems “male only.”
“I chose engineering because it’s
challenging and it interests me,” Niemeyer
said. “I always had an interest in math and
science.”
Currently, 81 women are enrolled in
SIU E ’s School o f Engineering, alongside 928
'men. Only 16 o f Fall 2 0 0 7 ’s graduates in
engineering were females, though 185
students received diplomas.
Nationally, the percentage o f females in
this male-dominated field o f engineering

holds steady at around 15 women for every
85 men: about 15 percent, according to the
associate dean o f the School o f Engineering,
Bradley Noble.
“At SIU E we’re running even below that
though,” Noble said. “The number hasn’t
changed in several years that I know of.”
With these ratios, it is not easy to find a
female roaming through the Engineering
Building.
“White males are the No. 1 type o f
student,” Niemeyer, also president o f the
Society o f Women in Engineering, said, “and
most o f them are cocky.”
Computer science chair Jerry Weinberg
conducted a two-year study on the low
percentage o f females in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics programs.
His studies found that it was not until
girls worked alongside boys on robotics
projects that they realized they could “do the
same things as the boys, if not better.
“When middle school girls participated
ENGINEERING/pg.4

Students navigate B lu ff H all Tunnel o f Oppression
by Whitney Tate
A le s tle R e p o rte r

A dark room with group
stereotypes and judgments being
whispered in the background flooded
the first room o f the tunnel. A
bedroom
filled
with
exercise
equipment and Post-It notes reminded
a girl o f her goal to stay thin. A scene
displaying questions o f a heterosexual
lifestyle turned the tables and asked,
“Have you come out as straight yet?”
Tuesday and Wednesday, Bluff
Hall hosted the third annual Tunnel o f
Oppression. The program, managed
by Bluff Hall Director Jessica
Vanderwood, offered an insight to

different forms o f oppression.
The event was broken into 11
parts, each containing different real life
scenarios people are faced with, such
as eating disorders, sexual assault,
financial structures and depression.
Vanderwood said in previous
years, the program included skits,
whereas this year’s tour was selfguided and included a more exhibittype atmosphere.
“The experience is a little different
this year,” Vanderwood said. “Now,
the experience is in the participants’
hands.”
Bluff Hall residents Arianna
Foulks and Nikirra Peoples found out
about the program through signs in

the dorm lobby.
“It’s real,” Peoples said. “It’s real
stuff happening to real people.”
Participants were asked to read a
disclaimer before beginning the
experience because some o f the issues
could make viewers uncomfortable,
and viewers could exit at any time.
Tour guides were also available for any
questions or concerns that arose.
Counselors were available to
discuss the topics and discuss any
issues the participants had. After
visiting the exhibits and speaking with
the counselors, attendees were asked
to take a short survey.
OPPRESSION/pg.2
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Nursing major Rachel Pernice and pre-med major
Andrea Gafford explore the Tunnel of Oppression in
Bluff Hall.
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Police Reports
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Police
issu ed
Shannan
C.
Schoem aker a citation for speeding
on South
U niversity
Drive at
University Park Drive.
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Police received a report of a minor
two-car accident in Lot C. There were
no injuries and both vehicles were
driven from the scene.
Sean Roberts/Alestle

Police issued Tiffany M. Dunham a
citation for speeding on Northwest
Entrance Road at Lot 11.
Police issued Daron J. Johnson a
citation for speeding on South
University Drive.
Police met with a female Prairie Hall
resident who made a report of an
alleged sexual a ssa u lt by an
acquaintance in the residence hall.
The case is under investigation.
Police responded to a 911 call from
a motorist reporting an accident in
Lot 51 in Cougar Village. Clarissa N.
Allen was arrested on an outstanding
warrant for failure to appear for
driving while license is suspended.
Allen was issued a citation for driving
on a suspended license, posted
$150 and was released.
Police took a walk-in report regarding
a hit-and-run traffic accident in the
Prairie Hall Lot.

Part of the demonstration included a passageway covered
in derogatory phrases to call attention to their impact.

OPPRESSION
from pg. 1
Freshman nursing major Brandon Owens attended the
counseling session and was pleased with the content o f the
discussion. Ann Losoff, the on-duty counselor during
Owens’ visit asked broad questions and then dug deeper,
allowing visitors to voice their opinions.
“It really made you think,” Owens said. “It wasn’t just
about focusing on the visuals after that, it was more mental.
You had no choice but to think about it.”
William Krause, a junior psychology major, spent his
time not only in the exhibit itself, but talking with the
counselor about his experience as well.
The closing monologue tackled depression and
impacted Krause the most because real people were used to
introduce this particular portion. Other rooms included
features such as bedroom scenes or short videos, but the
rooms that included people seemed to receive the most
discussion.
“I had no idea real people were involved,” Foulks said.
Participants were eager to share their experiences with
both their friends and the program workers. Krause
identified the overall benefits the event had to offer.
“It makes you look beyond your own backyard,” he said.
“It really forces us to see that the world is bigger than us.”
Whitney Tate can be reached at wtate@alestlelm.com or 650-3527.

Modules

Student Leadership
Development Program &
Volunteer Services

4/01/08

M odu le 1 0 , 2 :0 0 p.m .
V alues & E th ics
A nn K n e f, E d itor
T h e M ad ison C o . R e co rd
B o ard R o o m , M U C

“I have a perspective
because I’m probably the only
person in this room who’s been
to a college party in the last
decade,” Hume said. “There is a
lack o f appropriate housing for
SIU E students ... Hopefully
you are fully aware that we are
entering a period where we are
having to deal with this
problem.”
Place representatives gave a
rebuttal, saying there was no
statistic proving that student
housing has a negative impact
on nearby properties and that
the population density is less
than in what other developers
might construct.
Place Properties also said
there would be a strict screening
process for people seeking
rooms and a “courtesy officer”
and residents serving in a
capacity similar to traditional
on-campus resident assistants.
“I
feel
like
(college
students) are getting a bad rap
tonight,” Rebecca Shirley, a
Place Properties representative,
said. “These aren’t hellions,
these are your kids.”
Two Steinmeyer residents
did, however, support the
proposed apartment complex,
including Bill Meacham, the
president o f the subdivision’s
housing association.
“I can say it’s the lesser o f
two evils,” Meacham said. “I
don’t see these people coming in
here, spending this kind o f

money, to make a trashy place.”
Meacham said he suspected
he would be removed from the
president’s position because o f
his support o f Timberland
Place.
Meacham
said
he
supported the complex because
it was a better alternative than
other developments that could
be constructed on the lot.
According to members o f
the
zoning
board,
Place
Properties technically did not
require hearing to
begin
construction on an apartment
complex marketed to SIU E
students.
However,
the
company requested a special use
permit to allow up to four
unrelated people to occupy the
same residence at the same time.
Place Properties also sought
to rezone 4 .5 3 acres from
business B-2 to residential R-2
and turn 13.03 acres from R-2
and R -l residential areas to an
off-limits conservation area. The
entire property is 3 2 .2 4 acres.
Both votes on the rezoning
and the special use permit
returned a result o f four yes
votes and two votes against the
measure.
Edwardsville
ECTV
Channel 10 will replay the
zoning meeting Monday, at a
time to be determined.

Matthew Schroyer can be reached at
mschroyer@akstlelm.com or
650-3527.

Early Explorations
47 N. Research Dr. • Edwardsville, IL 62025

4/01/08
M o d u le 2 0 , 6 :3 0 p.m .
A n aly zin g P u blic P ercep tio n
R o b O trem b iak , E x e c u tiv e D ire cto r
H um anitri
B o ard R o o m , M U C

4/08/08
M o d u le 2 2 , 2 :0 0 p.m .
P ro fe ssio n al E tiq u ette
S c o tt Q u een er, C are er C o u n selo r
C a re e r D ev elo p m en t C en ter, S IU E
B o ard R o o m , M U C

4/08/08
M o d u le 2 1 , 6 :3 0 p.m .
L ead ersh ip C h a llen g es fo r M en & W om en
R e n e e Jo h n s o n , C onsu ltan t
C o m m u n ity D ev elop m ent
B o ard R o o m , M U C

S L D P R e m i n d e r s ....
Volunteer Projects
A n g el F oo d - D ates to b e announced
Sh are F o o d - D ates to b e announced
M arch 2 9 - T h e G arden s at S IU E
M arch 2 9 - H o m e less P ro je ct
A pril 5 - S t. V in cen t de Paul
A pril 9 - 1 0 - V oter R eg istratio n D riv e , M U C
A pril 2 5 - T h e G arden s at S IU E
A pril 2 6 - H o m eless P ro je ct
Step h en C o v e y ’s Sev e n H ahits o f H ighly E ffe ctiv e P e o p le ® .
K o rte R o o m ( 2 4 0 7 ) , F o u n d er’s H all.
Sp rin g 2 0 0 8 S e ssio n s - In stru cto r F ran k A k ers T hu rsd ay s 1 1 :0 0 a.m . to 1 2 :3 0 p.m .
Jan u ary 31 - Feb ru ary 7 , 1 4 , 2 1 , 2 8 - M a rch 6 , 2 0 , 2 7 - A pril 3 , 1 0 , 1 7 , 2 4 , 2 0 0 8

For more information and the calendar, contact the Kimmel
Leadership Center at extension 2686
or visit the website www.siue.edu/kimmel/sldp or
www.siue.edu/kimme/sidp/volunteer.

Screenings for
Pre-K / Pre-school For All
Will be held March 28, 2008
Please call Heather Rainey at

(618) 659-1438

for more information, dates, and times of screenings.

A different point of view
Global Awareness Week encourages
students to exprience life outside the U.S.
by Kenneth Long
Alestle Reporter
With business expanding
internationally, students studying
abroad and talks o f a onecurrency world, globalization has
become a popular topic in today’s
culture.
Global Awareness' Week aims
to help students prepare for the
future by informing them about
the “big picture” with an array o f
opportunities that help expose
them to new experiences, cultures
and countries.
This week has featured
discussion and lectures about
ways for students to learn about
international affairs, including
the Fulbright Scholar Experience,
an analysis on the United
Nations and a study abroad
informational session. Thursday
will feature information about
the Peace Corps with a reflection
session by past Peace Corps
volunteers.
Ron Schaefer, director o f
International Programs
and
English professor, said he hopes
the week, which coincides with
India Week, will help students
understand how many chances
they have to experience the world
while still in college.
“(SIU E ) recognizes that we
are in a world beyond S IU E ,”
Schaefer said. “We want our
students to be more aware o f
their post-college opportunities.”
Study abroad offers the
chance for students to explore
how
academics
differ
at
universities all over the world
while also allowing them to
experience the country firsthand.
Junior French major Aaron
Newcom, who studied abroad in
Paris
through
Cultural
Experiences Abroad, said the
experience was positive, despite
his initial fears o f traveling.
“I’d never even been on an
airplane before,” Newcom said.
“My biggest fear was just going
there.”
Newcom said his fears were
put to rest once he made the
flight to France.
“As soon as I got over there,
someone was standing in the
terminal with a sign that said
CEA,” Newcom said.
Schaefer said some views o f
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the United States, like the
Midwest being disconnected
from the rest o f the world,
couldn’t be further from the
truth. With corn, soybeans and
Motorola phones being shipped
all over the world, Schaefer said,
areas like SIU E are closer to the
world than most would think.
“The central part o f the U.S.
is tied very closely into
international business,” Schaefer
said.
“It’s
international
experience
that
employers
everywhere are starting to look
for, and we want our students to
be
competitive
for
these
companies.”
Kim Taylor, a graduate
student studying education in
learning, cultures and society,
said her experiences in Australia
benefited her more personally
than anything.
“I’ve made many friends that
I still keep in contact with,”
Taylor said.
One o f the issues that Global
Awareness Week hopes to dispel
is the issue o f international
stereotypes.
Schaefer said over the past
seven years, a picture has been
painted o f the United States in
some parts o f the world, and it
isn’t very positive.
“N ot everyone is agreeing
with what the U .S. is doing in
some areas o f the world,”
Schaefer said.
He also said travelers from
other countries normally view the
only safe havens being located
along the coastlines in cities like
New York, Boston and Los
Angeles.
“Normally, these places are
viewed as being more accepting
than areas like (the central
U .S .),” Schaefer said.
Schaefer said the stereotypes
are best dealt with by firsthand
experiences.
Newcom said despite the
stereotypical animosity between
France and the United States, his
semester abroad revealed the
falseness o f this belief.
“Even if you try to speak
French poorly, (the French) try to
help you along as much as
possible,” Newcom said. “You
just need to go there and find out
for yourself.”
Options like the Peace Corps

allow students to travel and
volunteer in areas o f the world
that need outside help from the
U .S. Schaefer said this experience
can be eye-opening.
“When people meet a Peace
Corps volunteer, they ask, ‘What
did you do to change the
world?”’ Schaefer said. “(Peace
Corps volunteers) look at them
for a moment and say, ‘I don’t
know what I did to change the
world, but I know that I’ve
changed.’”
Schaefer said when students
allow themselves to be exposed
to a new culture with new ideas,
it gives them a good perspective
on the world as a whole.
“Some people live without
ever questioning why they do
most things,” Schaefer said. “As
Socrates
said,
‘The
life
unexamined is not worth living.’”
Newcom
said
French
customs made him question
American ways o f life.
“I was fascinated with
French culture, but it made me
think about my American
culture,” Newcom said.
Schaefer said in some parts
o f the world, the normal customs
might call for a seemingly long
and personal conversation with
the bank teller, even if the teller is
a complete stranger.
“Learning the context o f
normal
interactions
is
im portant,”
Schaefer
said.
“There’s always a way to do
things differently.”
Schaefer
said
he
recommends that every student
consider becoming involved with
an international program.
“International programs give
students a chance to find out who
they are before they are forced to
take on all the responsibilities o f
normal life,” Schaefer said.
The Peace Corps discussion
and informational session is from
11 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. Thursday
with a reflections session from
3 :3 0 p.m. to 4 :1 5 p.m. Both are
located in the Morris University
Center’s Maple-Dogwood room.
For more information about
International Programs, visit
siue.edu/studyabroad or call Ron
Schaefer at 650-3785.
Kenneth Long can be reached at
klong@akstlelive.com or 650-3527.

Edwardsville mayor to speak to Senate
Alestle Staff Report
Student Government will speak with
Edwardsville Mayor Gary Neibur Friday afternoon
at their biweekly meeting.
Glen Carbon Mayor R obert Jackstadt
addressed the Senate at their meeting on March 7.
The mayor discussed his community’s role in the
university and how he expects to improve that bond
in the future.
The Senate will also look at a travel request

from the American Society o f Civil Engineers in the
amount o f $425 and a constitution review for the
new organization “Formula SIU E .”
Formula SIU E is a group o f students who plan
on designing and fabricating Formula SAE vehicles
for competition.
The Senate will meet at 2 p.m. Friday in the
Morris University Center’s Goshen Lounge.
A kstk Staffcan be reached at aiems@akstklive.com or
650-3527.
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Domestic Violence
Featuring

Madison County Circuit
Judge Barbara Crowder
Wednesday, April 2, 2008
3 :0 0 PM - 4 :3 0 PM
University Restaurant

Morris University Center
Light refreshments will be served
For information contact:
Steve Sperotto
ssperot @ siue.edu

Sponsored by
Student Legal Services
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Delia Feerer and Brent Beer study in the Engineering Building.
Female students comprise 8 percent of the School of Engineering.

ENGINEERING
from pg. 1
in mixed-sex teams, their interest
in engineering grew more than in
all female teams,” Weinberg said.
Maybe this is part o f the
reason Niemeyer is so inclined to
join this “boys’ club” in
education.
“Even in high school, all o f
my friends were guys,” Niemeyer
said. “So it doesn’t bother me
that there are so many in
engineering.”
Niemeyer said she generally
gets along well with people, but
she can tell some o f the women
working for engineering majors
don’t quite feel the same way.
“I can see some o f the girls
are bothered by it,” she said.
“They are really insecure and shy
... And when a girl does talk in
class, most times everyone will
look. Many people joke about
how there are no women
around.”
Weinberg believes SIU E has
not been proactive enough in
recruiting and retaining women
in this male-dominated field.
“Right now we don’t have
an overall plan to increase
diversity,” Weinberg said.
Weinberg said much o f the
interaction he has seen between
males and the small group o f
female engineering students has
been positive, but that there are
still problems in the system.
“It’s such a small percentage
o f women that they really have
no choice but to interact,”
Weinberg said. “It becomes a
very selected bunch.”
Niemeyer
said
the
engineering program seems to
show a clear divide between girls
who get along well with a maledominated core schedule and
those who resist it.
“One o f the things that
bother me is that all my guy
friends always tell me that they’re
going to make more money than
me because I’m a girl,” Niemeyer
said. “That’s a big reason I
became part o f SW E. I wanted to
show that I could be a girl and do
something.”
Ying Shang, professor o f
electrical
and
computer
engineering, said males in
engineering often feel threatened
by the women.
“Sometimes the boys can be
mean,” she said. “I hope the girls’
confidence is not affected by it.”
Shang said confidence plays
a role in keeping women away
from engineering. She believes

there are misconceptions about
what it means to be an engineer.
“It
seems
that
the
information about engineering
they received in junior high or
high school was inaccurate,”
Shang said. “They (women) are
good, but do not realize that they
are good ... I have five female
students, and they are actually the
top students in my class.”
Sophomore
mechanical
engineering major Kalyn Miller is
a member o f SW E and said she
believes engineering lacks a
female presence because o f
existing societal pressures.
“Things
are
changing,
though,” Miller said. “Women
are becoming more dominant in
society.”
Miller said engineering’s low
estrogen levels will actually
benefit her in the long run.
“It’s actually an advantage
for me in the field because
employers are looking for female
engineers,” Miller said. “It’s a
good thing to get involved with.”
Currently, SIU E has put
some initiatives in place in hopes
for a future.of engineering that
will include more females. The
Future
Female
Engineers
program works to invite students
from area grade schools, junior
high schools and high schools to
participate in science, technology,
engineering, math and computer
science based projects during
several weeks o f summer.
“We had 17 participants last
year,” Weinberg said. “And this
summer it is increasing to 2 4.”
Also,
SW E
has
run
engineering-based activities with
the Girl Scouts and even held a
luncheon to discuss the divide
within engineering.
“We try to teach the Girl
Scouts to be goal-oriented, if not
engineers,”
Niemeyer
said.
“Many o f the kids we have talked
to
have
misunderstood
engineering and that they were all
nerds or construction Workers.”
The women in engineering
know what they are getting
themselves into, Niemeyer said,
and SW E is the “backbone” for
females in this field.
“It all makes me feel better
because I actually like what I’m
going to do with my life,”
Niemeyer said.
Erika Helmenchs can be reached at
ehelmerichs@alestlelm.com or
650-3527.

Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven days a week!
Polls, message boards and more at www.alestlelive.com

Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Opinion Editor Holly Meyer at
650-3527 or hmeyer@alestlelive.com.
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Iraq column off base
Ken Long’s March 20th editorial regarding
the war in Iraq offered little more than insipid oneliners and narrow-minded anecdotes in response to
a complex situation. Mr. Long offers all the insight
one would expect from one less than a year
removed from high school. However, his age does
not excuse his ignorant comments.
His first point is that there have been too
many American lives lost. On that, we both agree.
One American soldier’s life lost would be one too
many. It would do Mr. Long well to remember
that these brave men and women joined an all
volunteer military, knowing that their lives could
be in jeopardy in the course o f
combat. For that, I salute them
L e tte r
(as should you). I keep our
t o th e
servicemen and women in my
E d it o r
prayers. I ask, though: Is the
strategy o f retreat that Mr. Long
seems to be advocating worthy o f the memory o f
those nearly 4,000 brave souls? They died for a
purpose, and leaving that purpose unfulfilled
would be a slap in the face to each and every one
o f them.
Mr. Long demonstrates the complexity o f his
reasoning when he writes: “But slap the word
‘Freedom’ on a bomb and drop it on a country that
refuses to bury its own hatchet and you’ve found a
‘justified’ reason to continue to run our heads
against a brick wall called Iraq.”
There are two errors with this line o f thought.
First o f all, there is no denying that massive
progress has been made in Iraq since the troop
surge. Even the war’s most vocal critics have
conceded that point.
More disturbing is Mr. Long’s rancor towards
the idea o f promoting freedom in the Middle East.'
It wasn’t long ago that Saddam Hussein’s
oppressive regime was toppled and Iraq’s citizens
cheered in the streets. No one is taking the idea o f

freedom lightly, except maybe Mr. Long.
It is easy to try to oversimplify the rationale
for policies you have trouble understanding or
supporting, so I understand the temptation for
Mr. Long to claim that there’s no reason for us to
be in Iraq. He brings up an interesting point about
the $500 billion spent in Iraq since military
operations began. This money could have been
used towards his grandfather’s hearing aids, after
all.
I guess he couldn’t be bothered to research the
fact that nearly $500 billion is spent every year on
welfare and entidement programs in the United
States. Makes that $500 billion seem like a drop in
the bucket, doesn’t it? No offense to Mr. Long or
his grandfather, but I’d rather my tax dollars were
spent hunting down terrorists and other threats
against our country.
Our Constitution opens with the following
words: “We the People o f the United States, in
Order to form a more perfect Union, establish
Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for
the common defense, promote the general
Welfare, and secure the Blessings o f Liberty to
ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and
establish this Constitution for the United States o f
America.” Mr. Long seems to have it backwards. It
seems he would rather promote defense and
provide welfare. I am truly grateful that the
decision is not his to make.
I understand that it is very popular to be
against the war in Iraq. Truth be told, there are
many valid reasons to oppose certain actions by
our government. However, I am sick o f reading
the type o f analysis that Mr. Long published in his
latest column. It does the country and the troops
fighting for her a great disservice to reduce their
hard work and sacrifice to such childish terms.
Justin Dixon
SIU E 2006 Alumnus

Do you have an opinion to share?
Submit a letter to the editor at
hmeyer@alestlelive.com.
Correction: In the March 20th Alestle issue, the student trustee position was erroniously listed as a
paid position in the AlestleView: Commit if you run editorial. It is not. The Alestle regrets this error.

Last week I was leaving the
restroom before my afternoon
class and a student in front o f me
did not open the door. Instead,
he kept pushing the automatic
door button to open it. The same
automatic button is used to help
students with disabilities who
actually need that service.
Additionally, I spotted two
students who took the lazy route
and went through the automatic
door at the
M o r r i s
University
Center because
it seemed like
the
entrance
was
more
convenient. My
friends do it
too, sometimes,
Zach
which
really
Groves
gets on my
nerves.
I f you are
reading this, chances are you
intentionally or inadvertently
walked through the assisted door
because it was easier. You cannot
take an extra second to pull the
door open? Come on now.
I admit I did it once or twice
a while back before I realized how
wrong it was to do that. It is
wrong because if you, the person
who has the full means to open a
door, somehow break the
automatic button for taking the
simpler route, you have made
access that much more difficult
for everyone.
Think about it. Mobility can
be difficult for people who either
use a wheelchair or rely on a
walker or crutches to get around.
My 10-year-old sister is one o f
those people, and breaking those
buttons shows that you may not
be as considerate as you think you
are.
People may also complain
about how long it takes for a bus
or shuttle to place someone in a
wheelchair inside. Put yourself in
their shoes for a moment before
you say anything.
I am asking everyone to just
make a habit o f walking through
the regular doorways and avoid
the automatic button. Have you
never heard the expression, “Do
not touch what does not belong
to you?”

Zach Groves is a senior mass
communications major from O’Fallon.
He can be reached at
zgroves@alestlelive.cor- or 650-3527.
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this section? Contact A&E Editor
Maggie Rhynes at 650-3531 or
mrhynes@alestlelive.com.
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VDAY
V-Day celebrates
10th anniversary,
stage production
starts Thursday
by Whitney Tate
Alestle Reporter

Courtesy Photo

Alestle Reporter Sydney Elliot “marries” Ryan Wilson in a mock Indian wedding ceremony Tuesday
morning.

I Do, Indian Style
An Alestle reporter shares her story o f being
married in a mock Indian wedding
by Sydney Elliot
Alestle Reporter

to think o f the Vivah in the
traditional sense o f a wedding,
but more so as just a ceremony I
was participating in, that I would
just so happen to come out o f
“married.”
I cannot offer anything
profound from my experience o f
being an Indian bride for a day.
What I can offer is an experience
that was fun, exciting and not
necessarily life changing, but
definitely eye-opening.
Weddings take place around
the world, but what I think of,
and what presumably most

people think of, is a woman in a
white gown, a man in a black
tuxedo and bridesmaids and
groomsmen dressed elegandy. An
Indian wedding, though exotic to
most people, is elegant by its own
nature.
The gown I wore was
actually a multitude o f pieces. I
wore a beautiful red and gold
skirt, with a red top and veil that
matched my skirt exactly. The veil
was my favorite part. Although I
loved the entire ensemble, I loved
how the veil wrapped around my

Snooze. Ju st 5 more minutes,
I thought to myself. Then
suddenly I was being awoken by
the Black Eyed Peas from the
alarm on my phone. It was 7:35
a.m. G et up, I told myself. Today
was too important to sleep in.
Today, I was getting married.
Tuesday should have been a
normal day. Wake up, go to class,
work until 3 :0 0 then more class,
then more work. Instead, this
Tuesday was unique. I was being
W ED D IN Q /pg 7
made into a traditional
Indian bride on this
particular Tuesday and
was going to participate
in Vivah, a wedding.
Though in this case, it
was a mock wedding,
which is good because
otherwise I doubt my
boyfriend would have
been too pleased with
my participation.
In any case, I had
found out about the
mock wedding about a
week prior to the event.
I ended up volunteering
to participate and was
extremely excited from
the get-go. I thought it
would be an interesting
Courtesy Photo
way to learn about a A traditional Indian wedding ceremony takes place in the Goshen Lounge as
new culture. I tried not part of India Week.

The Making Waves V-Day
production and SIU E
are
teaming up to produce a
performance to help celebrate
Women’s History Month.
The university is no stranger
to the “Vagina Monologues,” a
show that has graced the campus
stage in previous years, but the
organization is taking a different
angle for the 2 0 0 8 presentation.
“A Memory, a Monologue, a
Rant, and a Prayer” will debut
Thursday and Friday at 7 p.m. in
the Abbott Auditorium. The
play, which focuses on stopping
violence against women and
girls, is based on a book edited
by Eve Ensler and Mollie Doyle.
Lori Bailey, the show
director,
said
that
this
production offers something

different.
“We have men involved in
the show, this time,” Bailey said.
“They are usually behind the
scenes, but we have some male
monologues included in this
show.”
The stories are told in
varying moods. Some introduce
the situation in a humorous
manner, while others take a more
serious and angry tone. No
matter how the story is told, the
message, as a whole, is the most
significant; the severity o f
violence against women and
how it can affect anyone.
“M M RP focuses more on
bringing awareness to sexual
assault
and
violence
against women, a topic Making
Waves has been trying to figure
out
a
way
to
bring to the forefront o f our
communities attention,” Bailey
said.
Unlike
most
stage
performances on campus, the
cast is not primarily theater
students. The cast includes some
V-DAY/pg 7

Big Band Concert
shows off energy, jazz
beats to big crowd
by Erika Helmerichs
Alestle Reporter
S IU E ’s Department o f
Music presented the results o f
their program with original and
classic jazz performances from
former and current students to a
crowd o f 2 5 0 students, faculty
and music enthusiasts. This
showcase was a part o f the
school’s Annual Spring Big Band
concert, which features SIU E
jazz bands performing big band
arrangements.
“It will make you want to
tap your foot,” Jason Swagler,
event coordinator and Jazz
Instructor at SIU E , said. “For
people who weren’t used to
listening to jazz, this concert was
an ‘in.’”
Arrangements for the show
came
from
several
local
musicians,
including
Brett
Stamps, professor in the music
department, Cody Henry and
Bennett
Wood,
graduate

students
from
SIU E
and
alumnus Adaron Jackson, or
“Pops” as he is known by jazz
students, playing jazz piano
arrangements.
The Annual Spring Big
Band Concert took place
Tuesday in the Dunham Hall
Theater.
The
big
band
also
performed arrangements from
some well-known jazz musicians
like Thad Jones, Oliver Nelson,
Quincy Jones and Charles
Mingus.
“Big band is about the
energy o f improvisation while
still having a steady beat,”
Swagler said.
He said that students should
attend these kinds o f events from
the music department simply
because “it’s music and that’s
always a good thing.”
Brett Stamps is the director
o f the Jazz Studies Program and
B IG BAND/pg 7

WEDDING
from pg. 6
shoulder and midsection then the
back o f it was brought up over my
head to create the actual veil part o f
it. It was absolutely beautiful.
I was accessorized in beautiful
jewelry including a headpiece that
hung in the middle o f my forehead,
a necklace and large earrings that
were beautiful, but heavy. I also wore
my own gold bangles. The only
disappointment I had with my outfit
was that I was unable to get the
henna tattooing done on my hands.
As time went on before the
ceremony I went through stages o f
excitement and nervousness about it.
After all, I would not be
participating in the ceremony with
my boyfriend, so it was slightly
unnerving not knowing who would
be playing the part o f my
bridegroom.
The day before the wedding I
finally met Ryan, who would be
acting as my “husband” to be. I
figured this would be like an old
world version o f an arranged
marriage, where the couple meets
right before the wedding. I took this
train o f thought to make it more
exciting instead o f unnerving.
But I got to spend some time
with my “fiancee” and found him to
be nice and funny. Going through
the ceremony the next day I felt
would not be so bad. And I was
right. The whole ceremony was fun
and an exciting experience, even
though at times I felt lost and
confused because I did not know
what I was doing. Luckily for me,
neither did Ryan.
Before the wedding ceremony
began I was able to sort o f roam
around the Morris University
Center. It was strange roaming the
openness o f the Goshen Lounge,
especially being barefoot. I partially
felt as though I was a little girl
dressing up and pretending to be an
Indian princess playing in my living
room. In fact, the carpet beneath my
feet reminded me o f my old house.
And what little girl doesn’t pretend
to be a princess at some point in her
life? It was nice having a feeling o f
being so young again.
As the ceremony began, I sat off
to the side while my “parents”
welcomed my soon-to-be husband
into our family. I continued to sit on

V-DAY
from pg. 6
theater majors, Making Waves
members and some have performed
in previous “Vagina Monologues”
shows. Bailey said the veteran
performers were excited to try
something different.
Meg Kennedy, a junior, heard
about the auditions through an email her sorority president sent.
“This year’s performance is
different from other shows because
this offers awareness,” Kennedy
said. “It’s a good time and helps
introduce the cause.”
Jason Butz, a junior business
major at SIU E and a performer in
“A Memory, a Monologue, a Rant,
and a Prayer,” said he got into the
show after hearing the stories about
women being sexually assaulted.
“You realize that you have to do
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the sidelines watching the ceremony
take place as I began to worry when
I was supposed to get on stage. I
mean, this was my wedding too, was
it not? Isn’t the bride supposed to be
next to her fiancee?
Soon enough my worries eased
as the priest asked the brother o f the
bride to escort her to the stage with
the rest o f the wedding party.
Though I had never planned on
backing out o f participating in the
ceremony, it was definitely too late
now. It was show time.
I got up on stage with an odd
sense o f security and confidence
about myself. I felt comfortable in
the clothes I was wearing and was
excited to begin the ceremony.
The whole thing lasted about an
hour. Ryan and I did everything we
were supposed to do, with the help
o f the priest and our mock parents. I
feel the ceremony went well and
beautifully.
Everyone
who
participated or who was there to
watch seemed so happy both during
and afterward. It was wonderful to
see everyone’s smiling faces at the
end and seeing all the people
wanting to take pictures with us.
I do not know exactly how I was
supposed to be feeling during or
after the ceremony, but I did not feel
as if I had just been married to
someone. Maybe it was because the
ceremony was shortened due to time
restrictions, but I just did not feel
like I had been through a wedding.
This did not make me enjoy the
process any less, but I was just happy
to have gotten through the whole
thing without any accidents or
issues.
I mostly felt great about being
able to help my new friends. It was
an adventure being an Indian bride
for a day. And if I had to go back in
time and do it again, I would. I
enjoyed being dressed up in the
gown, and I enjoyed the actual
ceremony. Learning about new
cultures is something everyone
should do. It is not necessary to go
to the extremes that I did, but that is
what events like India Week are all
about. Getting the chance to learn
about a culture that is unlike your
own.

Sydney Elliot can be reached at
selliot@alestlelive.com or 650-3531.

a lot more to prevent violence,”
Butz said.
This production is unique
because it has yet to make its way to
theater stages.
“This is the first year M M RP
has been able to be performed
anywhere,” Bailey said. “We’ve got
first time performers and veterans.
This is the first time men have been
allowed to participate in the V-Day
cast, so we were really excited to
reach out to an entirely new
population that was previously
unrepresented in the V-Day efforts.”
“A Memory, a Monologue, a
Rant, and a Prayer” will be in the
Abbott Auditorium March 2 7 and
28 at 7 p.m. Tickets are $5 in
advance and $6 at the door.

Whitney late can be reached at
wtate@alestlelive.com or 650-3531.

N o w R ating:

“Drillbit Taylor”
by Jeff Mason
A lestle R ep orter

Remember
back in high
school
when
the
freshmen
were submitted
to orientation?
Several
kids
would succumb
to the will o f
upperclassmen,
forced
to
p e r f o r m
humiliating
tasks
or
u n d e r g o
unwar r ant ed
punishment. Now imagine if they had an ex
marine that looked a lot like Owen Wilson to
protect them, and you get “Drillbit Taylor,” a
comedy that aspires to be more adult than it
actually is, much like freshmen.
“Drillbit Taylor” follows die exploits o f
Ryan and Wade on their first weeks o f high
school. Within minutes o f their first day, they
find themselves in the crosshairs o f two senior
bullies. After a couple weeks o f torture at the
hands o f these two teenage terrors, the
freshman duo decides to hire a body guard.
After a series o f interviews with guards vasdy
outside their price range, they meet Drillbit
Taylor.
Drillbit, played by Owen Wilson, isn’t
your normal body guard. He’s a homeless ex
marine who lives in a tent somewhere in the
forests surrounding urban California. He cleans
himself using a beach shower next to a
highway, finds his meals on leftover plates at
cafes and dreams o f living in northern Canada.
Unfortunately for the kids, they don’t know
any o f this, so they hire him as their body guard
for $375 a week.
The movie plays like a PG-13 prequel to
“Superbad,” which isn’t that surprising since
Seth Rogan had a hand in writing both movies.
However,
there
aren’t
any
raunchy
conversations, phallace-drawing eight-year-olds
or quests to deliver alcohol to an underage
party in this movie. Instead, you get a group o f
youngsters with very little personality. One o f
them freestyle raps, and the other is obsessed
with a girl. That’s about as deep as their
characters get.
Owen Wilson does a great job at holding
the movie together. H e’s fun, light and
perfecdy cast. His character gets the lion’s share

BIG BAND
from pg. 6
a music instructor at SIU E
who has been affiliated with
this once-a-semester big band
show since 1979.
Stamps said Tuesday’s
concert presented music from
a time when jazz bands were a
big part o f pop music in
America.
“Jazz is part o f America’s
heritage,” Stamps said. “Ifs
our great contribution to
music historically.”
Stamps said that these
concerts are important for
students to hear the progress

o f the personality in the movie, facing the
dilemma o f helping the kids, or robbing them
and heading up to the great north. We also
learn more about his past in the Army. Also
worth mentioning is Leslie Mann o f “Knocked
Up,” who is good, given her 2-dimensional
role o f the swooning teacher and love interest
for Wilson.
While I applaud the fact that they didn’t
cast 20-year-olds to play the two freshmen, I
couldn’t get past the fact that the stars o f the
movie look so young. To the kids’ credit, they
do fine. They are just no Michael Cera and
Jonah Hill.
N ot helping things is the dialogue, which
is more often flat than funny. Wilson is given a
handful o f one-liners, none o f which are really
worth mentioning. Every now and then
something will come along and make you
laugh a bit, but for the most part i f s an empty
shell.
The movie is at its best when it moves to
the physical humor. There’s a final face-off at
the end o f the movie where the tiny freshmen
take on the mighty seniors using the techniques
that Drillbit taught them. It’s the funniest thing
in the movie, but ifs not a knock out by any
means, no pun intended.
“Drillbit Taylor” is a movie that just sits
there. If s not bad. Ifs not good. If s the baby
bear o f movies, but on this occasion, ifs not
“just right.” Save your money for Rogan’s next
writing job, “Pineapple Express,” which looks
like a Coen brothers movie done by Judd
Apatow’s posse.
2.5 out o f 5 stars
J i f f Mason can be reached atjmason@alestklive.com or
650-3531.

with S IU E ’s jazz student
ensembles, including the
Concert Jazz Band, directed
by Swagler and the Jazz Lab
Band, directed by Stamps.
“If s going to be a great
representation o f the students
at the school,” Stamps said
before the show, “as well as a
fun
concert
for
the
community.”
Cody Henry, a jazz
performance graduate student
at SIU E , has been playing in
these concert events for six
years.
“Jobs these days are more
small-group oriented,” Henry

said. “I f s nice to get the
experience o f playing in a big
ensemble.”
Henry said that the
student jazz bands have always
been “really cool” about
letting him play music that he
composed, as well as letting
him direct performances.
“These are very talented
ensembles,” Henry said.

Erika Helmerichs can be reached at
ehebnerichs@akstklive.com or 6503531.

Upcoming Cougar Events:
Friday, Mar. 28 - Baseball vs. Southern Indiana - 7 p.m.
Froday, Mar. 28 - M/W Tennis vs. Northern Kentucky- 2 p.m.
Saturday, Mar. 29 - Softball vs. Kentucky Wesleyan (DH) - Noon
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SIU E Club Bowling
falls short at USB C
finals in early March
by Jacob Boone
Alestle Reporter
Hoping to build on a top 50
national ranking, the SIU E Club
Bowling team competed in a
sectional qualifier for the United
States
Bow ling
Congress
Intercollegiate
Team
Championships March 15 and 16
in Fairview Heights, but finished
17th out o f 17 teams.
The Cougars needed to
finish in the top four in the
sectional to move on to the
U SB C Team Championships.
SIU E Club Bowling Head
Coach Bryan Winterbottom said
the team expected a better finish
to its season.
“Our expectations were very
high going into this year, but we
were just so young, we weren’t
sure how things were going to
mix,” Winterbottom said. “We
only had two returning starters
from the year before and
everybody else was freshmen.”
The sectional was bowled
under the Baker system format,
which means that there were no
individual scores. Instead, under
the Baker form at, five team
members each bowl two frames
in a game. The high score for the
Cougars was 237.
With a young team though,
W interbottom
said
the
experience o f competing in the
sectional will benefit the Cougars’
bowlers in the coming years.
“Getting to see the other
teams experience the pressure
situations makes you kind o f be
in their same shoes and learn a lot
out o f that,” Winterbottom said.
“After talking to (the Cougars)
since we got back, they took it to
heart and (it) makes them want
to try harder next year.”
Keith Becherer, assistant
director for Campus Recreation,
also said the experience o f
competing in the sectional will
help the Cougars in the future.

“You always gotta start
somewhere, and I think this is a
great starting point and to be able
to get recognized in that top 5 0 ,”
Becherer said. “I think it gives
them a lot o f momentum, a lot o f
prestige, and that will definitely
help with recruiting some new
members and giving those guys
kind o f that confidence rolling
into next year.”
Becherer said that even
though the season did not end
the way the Cougars had hoped,
there are positive things that can
be taken from the sectional and
the entire season.
“You’re always a little bit
disappointed that you don’t win
or you don’t move on,” Becherer
said. “But I think in the big
picture, I think it’s a pretty major
accomplishment, and that we’re
starting to get there on a
continual basis year in and year
out, and it’s pretty gratifying.”
Becherer also said competing
against
more
well-known
universities such as the University
o f Illinois, University o f Kansas
and University o f Wisconsin can
be a confidence booster for the
team.
“For us to be on that same
level is quite an accomplishment
and is definitely a source o f pride
for the members,” Becherer said.
The Cougars were ranked as
high as 47th this year, marking
the first time the team had been
ranked in the top 50. Becherer
described the ranking as an
“enormous
accom plishm ent,”
but said it would be for any o f the
school’s club sports.
The U S B C Intercollegiate
Championships take place April
16-19 in Wichita, Kan.

Jacob Boone can be reached at
jboone@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.

Questions or comments regarding thi
Contact Sports Editor Tony
650-3524 or apatrico@alesi
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The NCAA Men's Basketball tournament causes many fans, students and coaches t
brackets and watch their teams advance in the tournament. Many brackets are now being
online while some students still fill out their paper brackets to track their progress thi
tournament.

Ready for Madne
by Josh McCarty
Alestle Reporter
It happens once a year:
millions o f people worldwide
drop what they’re doing to focus
their attention to the spectacle.
It’s a com bination o f
athletics, dramatic upsets, lastsecond victories, emotion and
glory. Simply stated, it’s March
Madness.
March Madness is the 65team tournament, spanning
three and a half weeks, to crown
the National Champion o f
College basketball.
“O f all sporting events,
both college and professional, I
think the men’s basketball
(tournam ent) is the most
entertaining and exciting to
watch,” said S IU E women’s
basketball Head Coach Wendy
Hedberg.
That excitement was felt on
campus at SIU E Thursday as
numerous students and faculty
huddled around the television in
the Morris University Center to
track the action.
Part o f the appeal o f the
tournament is the format.
Unlike the NBA, which plays
best-of-seven series to determine
their
post-season
winners,
college basketball is a one-shot
tournament. This opens the
door for small-school underdogs
to eliminate the more renowned
teams.
Such an opportunity was
available to Belmont College
Thursday night as they took the
court with Duke. In their
history,
Belm ont
has
participated in two NCAA
tournaments, losing in the first
round both times. By contrast,

Duke has taken part in the
“madness” 31 times, with 14
Final Four appearances and
three national tides.
It was the classic mismatch.
W ith 11.9 seconds to play in the
game, Belmont led Duke by one
point. It was then that Duke’s
Gerald Henderson made a shot
that put them ahead for good.
Belmont was 11.9 seconds away
from creating sports history
For
many
fans,
this
moment in history would have
been a “bracket-buster” to their
office pools.
“A lot o f people get in office
pools or online with ESPN to
fill out brackets and then wait
for the upsets to happen,”
Hedberg said.
The office pool is a listing
o f all o f the tournament match
ups. Participants predict the
winner o f every game until they
have
selected
a
national
champion. Points are given for
every correct prediction made.
Approximately 37.3 million
people will participate in pools
this
year,
according
to
Challenger, Gray and Christmas,
Inc.
“It is a fun way to compete
with friends to find out who
really knows what about college
basketball,”
junior
Isaac
Abramowitz said. “Some o f my
friends and I have a pool that we
all compete (in) for fun.”
According to Abramowitz,
the key to winning the pool is
identifying potentially successful
underdogs.
“My bracket this year has
taken many hits to the brutal
upsets,” he said. “I am still
feeling confident because I have
seven o f the Elite-Eight teams in

the tournament.”
Senior Greg Brt
also doing pools this
him, predicting the t
more challenging ever
“There is such
makes
picking
difficult,” Bradshaw s<
right now, I am in the
the pack in all my gr
there is still time to m:
and come out victorio
SIU E student Adi
did not fill out a
season, but that has nc
him from paying close
to all o f the action.
“I live in a hou:
bunch o f guys, and w
been
following
[tournam ent] pretty
Young said. “I think
has been a great su:
knew Stephon Curry ’
but their team as a '
really surprised me.”
Davidson
eliminated Final Fou
Georgetow n Univer:
coming back from a
deficit with 15 minute
the game. The wii
Davidson into the Sw<
ended
the
seas
Georgetown.
In all likelihooc
ended the hopes o f
participant
that
Georgetown making
the Midwest bracket.
With the move tc
I athletics, S IU E ’s
making the bracket w
wait just a few more y

Josh McCarty can be reai
jmccarty@aJestUlive.com
3524.
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No. 10 SIUE wins two over LUM
SIUE rreshman Erika laylor receives GLVC honors
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Tigers’ lone run came on an error.
LU M
pitcher
Jessica
Thompson, who allowed seven
runs on nine hits, pitched into the
After the SIU E softball team
fifth inning, but could not finish
swept the Lincoln University o f
the game as the Cougars continued
Missouri Blue Tigers, 6-0 in game
to bring runs home. Nicole Nelke
one and 10-1 in game two, it
relieved
Thompson,
but
experienced something that SIUE
surrendered two runs in the
Head Coach Sandy Montgomery
process.
said she had never dealt with in her
“We are a pretty sound team
20-year coaching career.
and (the Blue Tigers) don’t have a
“We had our minibus break
lot o f depth,” Montgomery said.
down,” Montgomery said.
“We’re just a better club.”
The team took two minibuses
In other softball news,
to Jefferson City, Mo., for the
freshman pitcher Erika Taylor
doubleheader, but one o f them
earned
Great
Lakes
Valley
stopped working, reportedly from
a failed alternator.
Conference Softball Pitcher o f the
Week honors for her 13-strikeout,
“It’s
not
pleasant,”
Montgomery said.
complete-game shutout against
The Cougars ended up renting
Missouri University o f Science and
minivans to complement the one
Technology last weekend. Taylor,
according to the GLVC Web site,
remaining minibus in order to
A l i s o n P r o s i s e / A l e s t l e has 51 strikeouts in 4 8 innings o f
carry the 20 players home.
“Pm just glad it didn’t happen Freshman pitcher Erika Taylor pitches in a game at Cougar Field earlier this season. Taylor currently work so far this season.
before the game, so we weren’t holds a record of 3-3 and recently received the honor of Great Lakes Valley Conference pitcher of the
The Cougars, who have
week. Taylor and the Cougars will face University of Kentucky Wesleyan in a double header starting at
late,” junior outfielder Nicole
rebounded from a three-game
noon on Saturday.
Beecher said.
losing streak to a three-game
winning streak, return home for
SIU E shut out the Blue Tigers
contest.
working for me (Tuesday).”
in the first game, backed by strong
against GLVC
foes
The runs came three at a time in the
“I think as a team, we really came doublehcaders
pitching from junior lefty Kaitlin
third and fifth innings. Senior catcher together and strung hits together,” Kentucky Wesleyan College at noon
Colosimo. Colosimo allowed just two hits Ashley Price led the team with two RBIs.
Beecher said. “We had more R BIs and Saturday and University o f Southern
Indiana at noon Sunday.
wh'le striking out seven.
SIU E then pummeled the Blue Tigers timely hits than we’ve had (recently).”
“Their three, four, five hitters are for 10 runs in the second game with the
Beecher collected two RBIs on three
pretty good, so I had to keep the ball last six coming in the third and fourth hits, and Price smacked a two-run homer
Zach Groves can be reached at
down for them,” Colosimo said. “My drop innings, before the eight-run, five-inning in the win. Senior pitcher Lindsey Laas
zgroves(g)alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
curve and normal curve ... they were both mercy rule came into play to end the pitched five shutout innings as the Blue
by Zach Groves

A le s t l e R e p o r t e r

JfKerasotes

Movies with Magic
FREE REFILL o n p o p c o r n &

J
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Interested in Music Business?
This class is for you.
Music 39SA
Summer Session #1
May 27 - June 26
Tuesday and Thursday
ll:O O A .M .- 3:3 0 P.M.
Taught by Audrey Tallant

s o f t d r in k s

VISIT US ONLINE AT W W W .KERASO TES.COM
S h o w T im es

for

Ma r ch

28 - A p r il 4__

E a s t g a t e C in e m a -E a s t A lt o n
E a s t g a t e C e n t e r — 1-800-FANDANGO 1558#
Matinee pricing— a l l show s b e fo re 6 pm

$5.00— TUESDAYS-All Seats-Includes Popcorn

SUPERSAVER MATINEES in ( ) only $3.75
SUPERHERO MOVIE (PG-13) Daily (5:00) 7:10
F ri/S a t Late Show 9:20; Sat/Sun Matinee 2:15
21 (PG-13) Daily (4:00) 6:45
F ri/S a t Late Show 9:40; Sat/Sun Matinee 1:15
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) Daily (4:45) 7:30
F ri/S a t Late Show 10:00; Sat/Sun Matinee 2:00
TYLER PERRY'S MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13)
Daily (4:30) 7:00; F ri/S a t Late Show 9:30
Sat/Sun Matinee 1:45
SHUTTER (PG-13) Daily (4:15) 6:30
F ri/S a t Late Show 9:00; Sat/Sun Matinee 1:30
DR. SUESS’ HORTON HEARS A WHO (G)
Daily (525) 7:40; F ri/S a t Late Show 9:50
Sat/Sun Matinee 1:00 3:15
b u y t ic k e t s o n l in e at

1Month Unlimited

$25

F A N D A N G O .co m

7°i?*n

S h o w P l a c e 12 — E d w a r d s v ille
A t R o u te 159 &C e n te r G r o v e R d.
1-800-FANDANGO 1560#

A Ju 3ys
H

ALL STADIUM SEATING-ALL DIGITAL SOUND
Join the Five Buck Club at www.fivebuckclub.net
M a tin ee

pricing — a l l s h o w s b e f o r e

6 pm

T u e s d a y s - 1st w o m b a P E A w m im
STOP-LOSS (R) 1:20 4:10 7:00 9:50
21 (PG-13)
1:00 1:40 3:50 4:30 6:40 7:20 9:30 10:10
SUPERHERO MOVIE (PG-13)
2:20 5:00 7:40 10:20
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) 1:10 3:45 6:30 9:20
TYLER PERRY’S MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13)
1:50 4:20 7:10 9:40
SHUTTER (PG-13) 2:40 5:15 7:50 10:00
or. suess’ HORTON HEARS A WHO (G)
1:30 3:40 6:20 9:00
10,000 BC (PG-13) 2:00 4:50 7:30 10:15
COLLEGE ROAD TRIP (G) 2:10 4:40 7:15 9:10
VANTAGE POINT (PG-13) 2:30 5:10 8:00 10:30
FOOL’S GOLD (PG-13) 1:15 4:00 6:50 9:45
S p e c ia l E v e n t O n e D a y O n l y
Z ula Patr o l: A

n im a l

S atu r d ay ,

Learn about the business:
Personal M anagers, Business M anagers,
Agents,Touring,
Performing Rights Organizations,
Entertainm ent Law , Copyright,
Music Publishing, and more.

A

d v e n t u r e s in

3/29,

at

10 a m

S pace

You also will learn how to design and
produce a professional looking CD cover
using Adobe InDesign.

W eek!

First Tan is Always Free!

For more information call Audrey Tallant
at 650-2790 or email at atailan@siue.edu

Call 6 5 6 -U T A N (8 8 2 6 )
6455 C enter Grove R d ., S u ite 101 • E d w a rd s v ille , IL 62025

Buzzed Driving is Drunk Driving
KT51

COUKI

nhtsa

p n o p le s a v in g p M p n

www. alestlelive.com
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61 8-65 0- BFIT

s iu e ^
CAMPUS RECREATION

www.siue.edu/crec

A

Personal Training
5 Sessions^ -30 Sessions
Students:
$70.00ip5^-120.00
SFC Members/ $85.0(1 t 1 $150.00
SlUe Faculty/
SlUe Staff:
Call 650-BW EL for scheduling appointments

Table Te n n is
Re g is t r a t io n Due
Ap r il 8

it

Ev e n t S ta r t:
A p r i l 10

iwsmfsssi^wsafs
^

_

.

...

_

m ^

Softball Hitting Challenge
Registration Due:
At Event
Event Dates:

April 7 & 8

CHECK US O U T AT W W W .S IU E .E D U /C A 8
A N D FACE BOOK.'

friday, march 28
8 pm- 12 am
goshen lounge/center court/
cougar den

Thursday, March 27, 2008

LAST YEAR, IT HURT
TO O M UCH TO STAND.
TODAY, SHE CARRIES
A NATION ON
H ER SH OULDERS.
At her clinic in Freetown, Sierra Leone,
Dr. O lab isi C lau d iu s-C o le treated
patients o f all ages with any condition,
and would often take no paym ent in
return. W hen arthritic hips and knees
kept her from the rigors o f daily patient
care, a disaster loomed.
Dr. Claudius-Cole’s sister led her to an
Am erican orthopaedic specialist, who
had just heard rocker/activist Bono issue
his mandate for caring people everywhere
to step up and make a difference. As he
listened to Dr. Claudius-Cole, he saw his
own chance to do just that. Donating his
own surgical services, he helped mobilize
an entire m edical team to get Dr.
Claudius-Cole back on her feet. He even
arranged free hip and knee implants.
Today, Dr. C lau d iu s-C o le is fully
recovered, and back at her vital healing
practice in West Africa. Her story truly
brings new meaning to the term “proBono.” We share it here because it sends
two o f the most contagious messages we
know. D on’t give up, and remember to
give back.

American
Academy of
Orthopaedic
Surgeons
aaos. org/75years

AAOS

A m erican Acad em y of O rthopaedic S urgeons

//V e band
9 : 0 0 GUITAR HERO
TOURNAMENT IN
COUGAR DEN
AIRBRUSH HENNA TA TTOOS &
|\
w a x hanU s!
------------------------------------------------------------------

co-sponsored by

akl

C e l e b r a t in g
H uman
H e a l in g
orthoinfo.org
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Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

ACROSS
1
7
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
26
27
30
32
34
35
37
38
40
41
42
43
45
46
48
49
50
51
53
55
57
59
63
65
66
67

From one side
to the other
Tex-Mex menu
items
Definite rules?
Tiger in the
Hall of Fame
Change a file
code
Fetal sac
Cunning
Part of RSVP
Patronage
Game units
Old English
letter
Chemical
suffix
Morning hrs.
Walesa of
Solidarity
Admiral or
cabin boy
“Malcolm X”
director
Event before a
golf
tournament
Groom oneself
Port S t.__, FL
Sapporo sash
Skater Sonja
Overthrow
Itchy problem
O.T. book
Passes on
Astronaut
Aldrin
Mach topper
Notable period
Logger’s tool
Tight closure
Spanish
painter Joan
__-la-la
Peter of “Six
Feet Under”
Bad egg
Pastoral
poems
Snake River
people
Verdugo and
others
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Tuesday’s Answers

By Michael Mepham

60

61

62

5

69

68
69

Woody?
Shaped like a
stringed
instrument

DOWN
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Gillette razor
“Silkwood”
star
Cloth tear
Some
Norwegian
kings
Noted diarist
Suffer in the
heat
Bugle call
Stan’s comic
partner
Viking poets
Center X
Sheltered, at
sea
Airheads
Legal
paradoxes
Cecil of
cartoons, e.g.

weekly horoscope

23
Vamoose!
25
At random
27
Power to attract
28
Belgian
waterway
29
Make worldly
31
U.S. Middle
East peace
envoy
33
Infuriation
36
Less
39 Writer Levin
44 Old Testament
book
47
Zen
enlightenment
52
Sunken ship
54
Stratum
56
Greek wine flask
58
Song of the
LPGA
M
60 Arm bone
61
Venetian blind
part
62
Latin I lesson
word
64 2nd-smallest
state

A R M E N N E R c

A C R E S

8 6

T H U S
H E S

1

N O U N S

1
2 5
2 4
8
5
4 1

O R E

S A L S A
D A V

1 S

E S T E E M E D

4

L A P

S w A T
T H E S E

P O O R E R
C A R O B

O U T E R L
B L O c
I N S T
S A

s

£

1 M 1 T S
E B B
A R E A
E D 1 T H
O M E O
S T A R

1
1s L

E D S

S H U T

S udoku

By Michael Mepham

9
8
1
4
6
7
5
3
2

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku,
visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
(c) 2006 Michael Mepham. Distributed by Tribune Media
Services. A ll rights reserved.
Now on Mobile! Key in 783658.com on your cell’s Web
browser for details. Charges will apply.

Girls & Sports
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Week o f M arch. 31 - April 6 , 2 0 0 8

ARIES (March 21-April 20)
Loved ones are unusually responsive to subde
overtures or rare com plim ents this week.
Before Wednesday your romantic attention will
inspire renewed faith in long-term
commitment. Use this time to request private
encounters or discuss revised long-term
proposals: you w on’t be disappointed.
Thursday through Sunday accents revitalized
ambition and surprising employment ideas.
New goals will be quickly realized: plan, debate
and watch for fast improvements.
TAURUS (April 21-May 20)
Someone close may express strong opinions
this week or ask for extra attention. Take all
social outbursts as a sign o f lasting affection.
Although passions are high, reliable progress is
now assured. Pace yourself: by late Thursday
humor, wit and wisdom will provide delightful
distraction. Friday through Sunday some
Taureans will feel challenged by last minute
financial changes or new property contracts.
Refuse to be derailed: your needs and ideas are
valid.
GEMINI (May 21-June 21)
Handle all outstanding paperwork as quickly as
possible this week. Planetary movements now
suggest that key officials will soon announce
worthwhile advancement o r last minute
projects. Trust your first impression: before
April 18 timing and workplace diplomacy will
prove vital to success. Later this week romance
and new social alliances are promising.
Passionate overtures may now be difficult to
resist: remain open to unique invitations,
flirtations or fresh introductions.
CANCER (June 22-July 22)
Family and friends will this week provide
meaningful support. Although confidence has
been low, group events are now rewarding.
Over the next 2 days loved ones will search out
your unique em otional style. A ccept all
invitations and respond quickly to new social
outlets. After Friday some Cancerians may be
presented with a rare employment decision.

Group assignment versus leadership may be at
issue. Remain attentive: key officials will expect
fast, reliable choices.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Early this week a long-term Triend may reveal
unexpected home or rom antic plans.
Speculation is healthy but will not lead to
permanent change. Encourage caution and stay
balanced: in the com ing weeks unique
proposals and complex social gossip will prove
unusually captivating. Friday through Sunday
highlights tender moments with family, friends
or trusted colleagues. Several weeks o f
miscommunications are now ending: exp ea
meaningful statements o f affection.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Familiar comforts and cozy, private encounters
are pleasing this week. Over the next few days
loved ones will be thoughtful and gently
nostalgic. Use this time to foster trust and
social harm ony in family or rom antic
relationships. Your efforts will be appreciated.
After mid-week some Virgos may experience
minor tensions or an unexpected workplace
power struggle. Take your tim e: carefully
answered questions and accurate financial
information will prove vital.
L IB R A
(Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
D isjointed social messages or last minute
cancellations mav be unsettling over the next
11 days. Stay focused, however, and expect
group events to quickly expand. In the coming
weeks friends and relatives will offer complex
suggestions or opt for creative adjustments to
established plans. I f so, remain quiedy patient
and let others reveal their private concerns:
much is changing. Late Saturday watch also for
a powerful wave o f insight or wisdom.
Yesterday’s regrets need to fade.
SCORPIO (O a. 24-Nov. 22)
Public affections are now controversial. Over
the next 7 days potential lovers and long-term
friends may compete for your time, attention
and loyalty. Passionate overtures will be highly
engaging: remain dedicated to social harmony

and watch for obvious signals. Later this week
a colleague or work associate from the past may
ask for detailed financial information or revised
legal documents. G o slow here: social risk in
the workplace will not provide lasting results.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)
Rom antic charisma is a powerful influence this
week. Over the next few days em otional
discussions may include family promises or
compelling social plans. Single Sagittarians can
exp ea fast invitations and complex business
assignments. Respond quickly to new
instructions. Thursday through Sunday a
family member or roommate may request
detailed financial plans or finalized housing
documents. D on’t hesitate: money proposals
will soon work to your advantage.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Past friends or lovers may this week offer warm
invitations or intriguing proposals. For many
Capricorns sentimental attractions, although
potentially delightful, will prove unfulfilling.
Enjoy predictable moments with loved ones
but avoid new decisions o r sensitive
negotiations, if possible. After mid-week
business officials may demand com pleted
projects or revised schedules. Remain silent:
this is not the rjght time to ask complex
questions or push for favors.
AQUARIUS (Jan.- 21-Feb. 19)
Underlying tensions between loved ones may
now rise to the surface. M inor disruptions will
this week be brief but emotionally draining.
Find positive ways to maintain harmony or
encourage acceptance: after Thursday giddy
messages between friends and m inor romantic
flirtations will provide relief. After Friday a
friend or close relative may request sensitive job
advice or discuss an unexpected career goal.
Creative ideas are positive but will take time to
develop: stay open.
PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20)
Public reputation is now a strong concern for
loved ones. Before mid-week social habits,
family patterns or repeated behaviors will be

open for debate. Remain philosophic and ask
for added details: after Thursday emotional
intimacy will ensure worthwhile discussion and
m eaningful breakthrough. Friday through
Sunday rest, relax and pamper the body. Some
Pisceans may need extra tim e to regain
perspective:
expect
recent
social
disappointments to soon fade.
I f your birthday is this week:
W orkplace instructions may be unusually
political over the next 12 weeks. Older officials
or managers may now attem pt to put
unreliable plans into action. Be diplomatic,
however, and remain sensitive to ongoing
power struggles between authority figures. By
early July a series o f creative promotions or
new assignments will arrive. August through
m id-O aober accents restructured family plans
and new romantic proposals. Loved ones will
ask for more attention and loyalty. I f so, be
prepared for fast social changes and expect
unusually creative home proposals before the
end o f October. Early next year close friends
and relatives will offer obvious acceptance and
support: watch for a powerful wave o f social
harmony after Jan. 19.
For private consultation, please visit
www.mysticstars.net.
(c) 2 0 0 8 , Tribune~Media Services
Inc.
Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune
Information Services.
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the envelope icon to request application (or

FOR RENT

coll 6 5 6.93 00

and

leave your email

address). Thanks.

3 BEDROOM S, utility room, Sunroom,

LITTLE CAESARS IS N O W H IR IN G for

Washer & Dryer, 5 minutes from SIUE 695.

all positions, to be filled ASAP! Accepting

00 monthly call 618-692-0113

applications and hiring at the following

2

BEDROOM

HOME

EAST A LTO N

Completely remodelled, rent $625.00.
Rose 580-6956

locations:

Edwardsville

65 6 -8 7 0 0 ,

W oodriver 25 4 -2 8 8 8 , Troy 66 7-00 84,
Granite City 876-2111, Collinsville 3434140, and Shiloh 628-1122

HOUSE FOR RENT 2 bed room 1427
eberhart edwardsville 344-4760

(Opening

Soon).
W EEKEND HORSE HELP Must be able

LIVE RENT FREE W HILE FIN IS H IN G

to work with horses. Must be dependable

SCHOOL. BUY ONE OF MY 3-BR HOMES

help for Friday evenings, Saturdays, and

(15

Saturday evenings. Sunset Stables 692-

MINUTES

NOTHING

FROM

DOW N

(PRINCIPAL &

CAMPUS)

AND

INTEREST)

FOR

PAYMENTS
OF

UNDER

$500.00 PER MONTH. RENT OUT THE
OTHER TWO BEDROOMS FOR $400.00
PER MONTH EACH. FOUR YEARS FROM
NOW SELL FOR A PROJECTED PROFIT OF
$ 1 0,00 0.00 .
ANYTIME

CALL

2 4 /7

MESSAGE
1BR

86 6.8 0 9 .9 0 7 4

FOR

A

RECORDED

__________________ _

APARTM ENTS

1949

-1951

Ramada, Collinsville. S525 Rent. $625
Dep. W / S/ T paid. Newly remodeled.

0104
ARE Y O U A M A C

May - Sales Reps, Technicians needed for

bedroomApartments

TO

from

SIUE
$605,

BONUS OFFER!

and we’ll give you $50*

Get a coupon for

when you sign up for a debit card

part-time positions. Must have enthusiastic
and well-mannered personality. Macintosh

a F R E E pizza
when you sign up
for a debit card!

Scott Credit t

computer experience preferred. Please coll
530-7166 to schedule interview.
BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR SUMMER
Need responsible and fun babysitter for 2
girls, ages 6 and 4, May 27th - July 25th.
9 - 5.

Possible

additional times. Must have a car and be
C A R B O N -M IN S

Open a savings and checking account

OR A PC? New

Apple store in Glen Carbon opening in

M onday - Thursday,

www.prairiestate.net. 397-4427
GLEN

How does $50 and
a FREE pizza sound .

2

reliable. Call 530-7166 to schedule an

2

interview.

Open your FREE checking account today and enjoy
FREE access to 32,000 ATMs, FREE Online Bill Pay,
and much more!

bedroom Townhomes with 1.5 bath start at
$655, w / basement $725. We also have 2
bedroom duplexes with garage from $710.
All units have w / d hk-ups and deck or
patio. Please contact our office at (618)
34 6-78 78

or

visist

us

at

THE CYCLERY AND FITNESS CENTER IS
N OW ACCEPTING APPLACITIONS FOR
FULL AND PART TIME EMPLOYMENT. WE
ARE

LOO KING

FOR

ENTHUSIASTIC

HIGHLY MOTAVITED PEOPLE TO WORK IN
A FAST PACED ENVIROMENT. APPLY IN

www.osbornproperties.com

PERSON 2472 TROY RD EDWARDSVILLE
2BR,

1 .5

BA

TO W NHO M ES

15

minutes to St. Louis and SIUE. Includes w /
d and some utilities. No pets non-smokers

ADM INISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Looking
fortune 500 company. Local office in

FED UP W ITH LIV IN G O N CAMPUS?

Collinsville. Please Call Chris Hard 618-

Lock in your housing

781-6501

N O W fo r next

semester on breathtaking 2 and 3-bed

or

send

resume

to

chris_hard@us.aflac.com

townhomes withn 1.5 miles of SIUE. All
m ajor appliances, w / d hookups, free
cable, garages & pet-friendly available.

» m - m n w "* f c w n r r

K M L iJ L J J L JL

IL. 692-0070

for part time administrative assistant with

only. $ 5 9 0 /month. 618-344-2125.

C O T T

A T IO iV

1067 S. State Route 157 Edwardsville, IL 62025

(8 0 0 )8 8 8 -4 7 2 8 • iviviv.scu.org

MISCELLANEOUS

618.692.9310 rentchp.com
USED B O O KS AT BARGAIN PRICES.
Good Buy Bookshop, Lovejoy Library Room

FOR SALE

0012, Wednesday and Thursdays 11 a.m
to 2 p.m. Sponsored by Friends of Lovejoy

# 1 CAR SALES IN TROY ILLIN O IS is
ple a se d to a n n o u c e o u r new c o lle g e
s tu d e n t F irst T im e bu yers p ro g ra m .
N o c re d it tu rn d o w n s EVER! V is it us
o n lin e

at

w w w .lC a rS a le s .c o m

or

Library. 650-2714
S IG M A PI FRATERNITY

Brothers o f the

Week: guys who drove to Panama. Burro is
M cK inzie fo r actin g a fo o l ove r break.

c a ll 6 1 8 - 6 6 7 - 2 2 7 7 . B rin g th is ad in

PERSONALS

f o r fre e 3 m o n th w a rra n ty . Located
10 m ins. a w a y fro m ca m p u s a t 6 1 6
E d w a rd s v ille Rd.

GOT

TRAILER FOR SALE 13X40 Colonnade-2

www.trueanswers.org

Q U E S T IO N S ?

BR-1 Bath-walls drywall-all appliances inc.
Only $8,500 401-8731________________
2 0 0 0 D O D G E CARAVAN SE, Excellent

ROOMMATE WANTED

Condition, 97k miles, Cypress Pearlcoat,

TW O FEMALE R O O M M ATE W AN TED

all power w/keyless, CD with Ipod hookup,

to live in 5 bedroom house. Pool. All

luggage rack, tinted windows, V6, $4500

utilities included. 10 min from SIUE. $375

O.B.O. 650-3846, Tom

per month. Call Jackie 314.487.0237

HELP WANTED
GOT

N IG H T

OR

INTERNET

CLASSES? Three full-tim e house painters
wanted. 7a-4p M-F. Must have reliable
transportation. Can lift 100 lbs. W illing to

R OOM M ATE NEEDED FOR SUMMER!
One person needed to take over my lease
from Mid-May to Mid-August. Rent and
Utilities= $350.00 a month. 792-6964
R O OM ATE W AN TED share nice 2 BR
apt! 3 /4 mile from campus, $ 3 1 2 .5 0 / mo
217.246.1762

learn. $$$ depend on skills learned. Click

ALESTLE CLASSIFIEDS GIVE YO U MORE!
Place your classified ad at a
tim e convenient fo r you using
our
easy,
secure
on lin e
interface
at
alestlelive.com/classifieds

Deadlines:

10 word minimum for all ads.

By 11 a.m. Monday fo r Tuesday issue
By 11 a.m. Wednesday fo r Thursday
issue

Print Extras:
All bold, additional $5

S o you think you know Ben Franklin?
Author, diplomat, philosopher. American statesman.

Web Extras Vary
Please schedule your ad carefully as
we
cannot
o ffe r
refunds.
Corrections must be noted by on
the
firs t
day
the od appears in the newspaper.

BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES:
2 0 cents a word 1 -2 insertions, per insertion
19 cents a word 3 -4 insertions, per insertion
18 cents a word 5 -1 9 insertions, per
insertion
17 cents a word 2 0 + insertions, per insertion

Image courtesy of the National Heritage Museum. Lexington, M A

H aving trouble? C all 618-650-3528
o r e-m a il classifieds@alestlelive.com
Alestle Office Hours (MUC 2022):
8 a.m . - 4:3 0 p.m. Mon-Fri

There are things you don’t know about Ben Franklin.
Find out what you don’t know by visiting the site below.

www.askamason.us

